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Certificate

Narkonteks Tekstil Ihr.

Ith. San. ve Tic. A.S.

Buca OSB Mah. / Semt 3/19 Sk.

No. 12 Ic Kapi No. 1

35160 Buca/Izmir, TURKEY

Hohenstein Textile Testing Institute

GmbH & Co. KG

74357 Bönnigheim

Germany

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Narkonteks Tekstil Ihr. Ith. San. ve Tic. A.S.
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

Underwear, nightwear, pyjama set, home wear,

swimwear, T-shirt, sweatshirt with and without

embroidery produced from white, reactive dyed and

mélange knitted fabric made of CO, CO/EL, CV/EL,

CMD/EL (also digital printed), CO/CMD (also reactive

printed), CO/CMD/EL (reactive printed), CO/PES, yarn-

dyed mélange knitted fabric made of CV/PES/EL as well

as reactive or pigment printed knitted fabric made of

CO, CO/EL (also digital reactive printed), CV/EL,

CMD/EL, white and reactive dyed woven fabric made of

CO, white, pigment(masterbatch) and acid dyed knitted

fabric and lace made of PA/EL, lace made of PES/EL (in

colour black), white, reactive and disperse dyed knitted

fabric made of PES (also woven), PES/EL, CV/PES,

CV/PES/EL, white, disperse dyed and disperse printed

knitted fabric (fleece) made of PES, PES/CO, digital

(disperse) printed woven fabric made of CO; including

accessories (ribbon, heat transfer print, laces, pigment

ink prints in colours grey, black and green [also on neck],

metallic accessories [rivet, eyelet, ring, D-ring, … [Please

scan QR code for full scope]

PRODUCT CLASS

II (products with direct contact to skin) - Annex 4

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

08.MO.60391

HOHENSTEIN HTTI

This certificate 08.MO.60391 is valid until

31.07.2024.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Test report : 23.1048336

Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ivonne Schramm

Head of Certification Body OEKO-TEX®

Boennigheim, 2023-08-18


